
Moderator’s Top Ten Takeaways
Highlights from the May 15, 2013 panel discussion on

Micro-Units: The Future or Faux Fad?

1. Today’s “micro-units” come in various sizes, shapes, and functions
 Range from 250-400 square feet usually
 Multiple press stories from San Francisco, New York, and Boston; many cities

imposing unit number limits until success can be evaluated.
 They share some features with traditional “studios”, but are designed more

efficiently and often include built-in and flexible pieces of furniture.

2. To date, they are largely being marketed to young professionals in urban
corridors
 But seniors and others may find them attractive as they downsize
 Appeal should be to those who want walkability and access to public transit.
 People will trade size for location + lifestyle + lower price.
 Small units can be ADA compliant, but there are challenges with bathroom size.
 Potential for smaller-sized condos as that market makes a comeback

3. Successful small units will require density + quality design for success
 Small apartments have been around in other countries for a long time, esp Japan
 Difference between Yugo and a Mini-Cooper; a yacht is a micro unit of sorts
 Unit space needs to be flexible for multiple uses.
 Wasted larger spaces do not improve quality of life or livability

4. In addition to smaller size, other features help to bring down cost
 Modular components, including “cabinetry,” can be prefabricated and replicated.
 Dual-purpose furniture, such as a kitchen island, table and worktop
 But also possible that such special features can increase costs if seen as valuable

to tenants, commanding greater rents
 When all kitchens/baths in a building are the same, costs to construct come down..
 Right now, smaller appliances in America cost more; not in use like in Europe,

but American manufacturers are interested.

5. How one local developer (JBG) is integrating “micro” ideas
 Looking at a hybrid models to serve larger households (for example, 900 sq ft 3-

bedroom unit)
 14th St. Washington DC units @ 440 sq ft leasing well, with a diverse client base
 Has done infill sites on commercial corridors

6. Lenders/underwriters of such projects will want market studies showing
“capture rates” (feasibility of stable occupancy)
 Standard for any apartment/condo lending
 But concern of specialized product if foreclosure
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7. Micro-type units would currently be allowable in parts of Arlington
 Existing FAR-based zoning in high density areas would allow; but zoning

changes would be needed in some areas with a units-per-acre zoning regulation.
 There is no minimum size requirement at local level + state approach is to defer to

local code.
 Parking is biggest problem: current parking requirements mandating a certain

number of parking spaces per unit (more smaller units = high number of spaces +
cost of undergrounding) would make projects too costly.

8. Nonprofit developers of committed affordable housing (assisted by state/county
governments) would most likely need to adapt the model
 Looking at smaller-sized units for reasons of both price + sociability
 Traditional family units hard to make micro
 Less built-in cabinetry due to cost
 Allowable rent limits drive decisions
 Could not serve lowest incomes without substantial support

9. Lessons from  a New York City micro-unit “pilot” competition
 City-owned site
 Creates 55 new micro-units (250 and 370 square feet), 40 percent of which will be

affordable beyond the competitive market rents; 11 reserved for households with
incomes not exceeding 80 percent of the Area Median Income (AMI).

 First micro-unit building in Manhattan developed using modular construction,
with the modules prefabricated locally.

 9'-10' floor-to-ceiling heights and Juliet balconies that provide substantial access
to light and air.

 Ample storage, such as a 16'-long overhead loft space and a full-depth closet.
 Compact kitchens contain a full-height pull-out pantry, a full-height fridge, range,

and space for a convection microwave.
 Each unit comprises two distinct zones: a “toolbox” containing a kitchen,

bathroom and storage and a “canvas” flexible space serving as the primary living
and sleeping area.

 The building will fully comply with all local, state, and federal housing
regulations—including accessibility guidelines for people with disabilities.

 Amenities that invite resident interaction, such as an attic garden, a ground-floor
porch with picnic tables, den areas, and a multi-purpose lounge.

10. A glass half full?
 Micro-units may help the market fill affordability gaps in Arlington, particularly

for households earning 80-100% of AMI, so called “workforce” housing.
 They are no magic bullet and will not serve all housing-challenged populations.
 They will be most appropriate—and maybe only appropriate—on dense,

transportation corridors, of which there are several in Arlington.
 Use of public land should bring down costs further.
 While there do not appear to be many “regulatory” hurdles, current parking

requirements loom as a large barrier.


